In this paper, the take-off and landing segments of an airplane trajectory are studied. 
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, the take-off and landing segments of an airplane trajectory and during times (corresponding trajectory) are studied. After the segments are defined, high-lift devices are discussed, and a method for predicting their aerodynamics is given.
Next, the equations of motion for the ground run are derived and solved for distance and times. Then, specific formulas are obtained for the take-off ground distance and the landing ground distance.
Transitions from take-off to climb and descent to landing are investigated so that takeoff distance and landing distance and times can be estimated.
The results are effective numerical with calculation program in FORTRAN. In [1] is a method of calculation gives, after some simplifications the equations of motion, the driving distances to the ground and taking off and landing.
TAKE-OFF 
Definition. The take-off segment of an aircraft trajectory is shown in Fig. 3 .1. The aircraft is accelerated at constant power setting and at a constant angle of attack (all wheels on the ground) from rest to the rotation speed .
R V When the rotation speed is reached, the aircraft is rotated over a short time to an angle of attack which enables it to leave the ground at the lift-off speed and begin to climb. The take-off segment is composed of a ground run and a transition to climb. Ground run. In Fig. 3 .2, the forces acting on the airplane during the ground run are shown in [1] . In addition to the usual thrust, drag, lift and weight forces, there are the reaction force R due to the runway and the friction force f due to the rolling of the wheels about their axles and on the runway. Actually, these forces act at the wheels but have been moved to the center of gravity and accompanied by moments which are not shown. Since the altitude is constant, there is no motion in the z direction, and the flight path inclination is zero. Hence, the dynamic equation along the tangent (starting from Newton's 2nd law) is written as [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] : 
. For the ground run,
Since, drag and lift are defined by
the altitude is constant, the drag and the lift satisfy functional relations of the form
Finally, the coefficient of rolling friction is defined as In conformity whit these requirements, Eq. (3.1) becomes:
, ground run is:
where:
The time ground run is:
Remark. and represented ground run and during ground run, respectively, by 3 points. Also, and represented ground run and during ground run, respectively, by 2 points, see Fig. 3.1 .
Wind influence. We considered wing influence [4] for ground run on 3 points.
Eq. (3.1) of motion is written to the mass of air which we consider fixed. If the air mass moves with wind speed , we have to speed in relation to a system of axes related to ground, , considered air speed positive when the air mass moves in the opposite direction of advance.
Assuming that the air mass moving uniformly, we have:
This maneuver is analyzed by defining a speed, say . If the engine fails before , the airplane is stopped by braking.
If the engine fails after , the take-off is completed. For some the take-off distance equals the accel/stop distance. This distance is called the balanced field length, and this is called the decision speed,
. To obtain run distance and run time, the relations above integrals are calculated numerically [17] . Climb (transition). Now, equations of motion, Fig. 3 .3, are: Cauchy's Problem for the system of equations (3.12-3.13) with initial conditions, , at , admits a unique solution and this solution is obtained analytic, making some approximations over the system of equations. As the aircraft nears the ground, it is flared to rotate the velocity vector parallel to the ground.
The speed reported at striping to meet regulations requirements.
TD V stall V The landing segment is composed of a transition and a ground run. During the transition, the airplane approaches the runway along his glide slope and at some point flares to rotate the velocity vector parallel to the ground.
The airplane is in ground effect so that its lift increases and its induced drag decreases as the aircraft is near the ground.
In addition the drag polar is affected by landing gear drag, flap drag, and flap lift as in take-off. Ground run and Wind influence. The mathematical model is the same as take-off, but here the integrals are opposite in sign. Climb (transition). The mathematical model is the same as take-off, but here the integrals that arise in relationships is taking the opposite.
NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND CONCLUSION
The calculations were performed with IAR 99 dates, [16] . Both takeoff and landing, the calculation results satisfy regulations requirements.
